Terms and Conditions Teaching Yoga to Those Diagnosed With Cancer
Experience Necessary
The training is open to all qualified or accredited teachers who have a minimum of 2 years
teaching experience.
All students are expected to have read an account from the reading list and questions
provided and fill out a report on the book. This needs to be handed in at the beginning of
the course. There will also be post course work and class planning that will need to be
completed and handed in to receive the accreditation by Yoga Alliance Professionals.
Fees include
Training and assessment by a qualified Yoga Alliance Professional Senior Yoga Yeacher.
A comprehensive manual, reading list and homework.
All student names and email addresses will be forwarded to Yoga Alliance Professionals to
be approved for their free membership and upgrade. No other third party will receive your
contact details
Not included in fees
Flights, travel, accommodation and food for yourself.
Insurance
You will be awarded a certificate upon satisfactory completion of homework and
attendance of 35 hours contact time.
Complaints procedure
In the event that an issue cannot be resolved by an informal chat in person, please
address all complaints in writing to Vicky Fox email@victoriafox.com
You will receive an acknowledgement within five days of receipt of your complaint and a
full response within thirty days.
Bookings
All bookings are made through triyoga.
Their cancellation policy is as follows:
A refund ( minus a 10% + VAT admin fee) will be made for cancellations made more than
28 days before the start date. For cancellations less than 28 days before the course or
workshop there will be no refunds or transfers unless;
- the workshop is full and your place can be filled from the waiting list, or
- you are sick/injured/pregnant and can provide a doctors note.
In these cases we will refund the fee, minus a 20% + VAT admin fee. All clients are asked
to agree to triyoga terms and conditions upon booking a course.
If a course is cancelled you will be offered either a cash refun or the option of being
transferred to an alternative event. Once you have committed to a course or workshop, we
recommend that you attend the scheduled number of sessions to get the most out of the
programme.
We are unable to give refunds in the case of cancelled transport ( trains, aeroplanes etc).
Please ensure you take out relevant insurance to protect yourself against this.
Refunds are not possible to be made retrospectively. If we have not heard from you by 24
hours following the end of the course we will not be able to process any refunds.
We reserve the right to cancel a course for any reason. Whilst we would only do this in
exceptional circumstances that mean we are unable to offer the workshop as advertised,

or if there are insufficient numbers booked onto the course to make it viable for the teacher
taking the course. Should this happen we will notify you as soon as we have knowledge of
the cancellation and will refund you for any additional expenses which you may have
incurred in respect of the course, including travel, accommodation or exchange rate
losses.
Privacy
As a student of Teaching Yoga to Those Diagnosed With Cancer, I consent to my contact
details ( name, email and phone number) being passed onto our partners, Yoga Alliance
Professionals so that they can contact me directly and invite me to register as a Trainee
and Teacher. I understand that I have the option of opting out of this registrations process.
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